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Symbol list
DoF -degree of freedom, PM -parallel mechanism, m -moving platform, B -fixed base, AL -associated linkage, CG -contracted graph, TG -topology graph, DTG -digital topology graph, r-DTG -revised digital topology graph, P -prismatic joint, R -revolute joint, C -cylinder joint, S -spherical joint, ν -redundant constraint, ζ -passive DoF, J -point of connection with one-DoF, L 2 -binary link, L 3 -ternary link, L 4 -quaternary link, L 5 -pentagonal link,
Introduction
Currently, many spatial 3-DoF PMs have been synthesized. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Among them, a 3RPS-type PM, 5 a Delta PM, 6 a Tricept PM, 7 a 3UPU-type PM 8 and a TriVariant 9 have been thought to be quite successful ones in applications of parallel machine tools, surgical tool robot hands and legs, micro mechatronic manipulators, measuring machine and so on. Here, R, P, U, C and S indicate a revolute joint, a prismatic joint, a universal joint, a cylinder joint and a spherical joint, respectively. Currently, the spatial PMs with the local planar sub-chains have attracted many attentions because the planar sub-chains bring several benefits 12 as follows:
1. The planar sub-chain is simple in structure and is easy in manufacturing because it only includes R and P joints. 2. R joint has a larger capability of the pulling force bearing than that of S joint. 3. The precision of R joint is higher than that of S joint under large cyclic loading because the backlash of R joint can be eliminated more easily than that of S joint by adding a preload. 4 . The workspace of the PM can be increased because the rotation angle of R joint is larger than the rotation cone angle of S joint before interference. 5. The whole mechanism can be simplified because the number of binary links is reduced. 6. It is easy to enlarge the mechanical advantage, such as increasing the displacement or the velocity of the moving platform, and increasing the stiffness of the active limb. 7. It is easy to construct a compliant mechanism and a hybrid rigid compliant mechanism (a rigid mechanism with the local compliant limbs) using the planar closed-loop chain because the elastic R joint and the elastic P joint can be created easier than the elastic S joint and the elastic U joint.
Therefore, it is a significant issue to create novel valuable spatial 3-DoF PMs with planar sub-chains. A type synthesis of mechanism is a well-known technology for creating novel mechanisms. [1] [2] [3] A CG and a topology graph (TG) are the simple and effective tools for type synthesis of mechanisms. [3] [4] [5] In this aspect, Johnson derived the associated linkages (ALs) using a determining tree and synthesized many planar mechanisms using AL without considering redundant constraints and passive DoF. 1 
Gogu
2 studied the structural synthesis of PMs using morphological and evolutionary approaches. Huang et al. synthesized PMs using Lie group and screw theory. 3 Yang et al. studied the topology structure design of mechanisms. 4 Tsai, 8 Sohn, Vucina, Freudenstein 10 et al. proposed CG and applied it into the structural synthesis of several mechanisms. Kong and Gosselin studied the type synthesis of PMs based on screw theory and a virtual joint. 11 Lu et al. proposed a 6-DoF spatial PM with local planar sub-chains, analyzed the advantages of local planar sub-chains; 12 derived several CGs from AL using topology matrices and derived TGs from CG by inspection; 13 and determined relations among AL, redundant constraint, and DoF of PMs.
14, 15 Sardain combined type synthesis with dimension synthesis of mechanisms. 16 Yan et al. studied the configuration synthesis of mechanisms by changing types and/or motion orientations of joints. 17 Hervé proposed a Lie group for type synthesis of mechanisms. 18 Based on constrained sub-graph isomorphism detection and existing mechanisms, Pucheta et al. synthesized planar linkages. 19, 20 Saxena and Ananthasuresh selected the best configuration based on kinetostatic design specifications. 21 Wang et al. proposed the topology synthesis of PMs by instantaneous kinematics. 22 Tarcisio et al. studied the topological synthesis of a PM based on the wrist design requirements. 23 Legnani et al. proposed the concepts of isotropy and decoupling in n-DoF manipulators based on kinetostatic properties. 24 Kuo et al. presented a non-over constrained 3-DoF PM. 25 Lu et al. proposed some DTGs and derived some valid DTGs using arrays for the type synthesis of planar mechanisms. 26, 27 Each of the above approaches has its merits and has provided useful theoretical foundation for the type synthesis and topology synthesis of various closed mechanisms.
TG includes several edges. Each of the edges is formed by connecting several binary links in series. [3] [4] [5] In fact, it is a challenging issue to synthesize the complicated mechanisms using TG and to identify the isomorphic TGs although TG has been applied widely for the type synthesis of mechanisms. In order to simplify the type synthesis of mechanisms, a TG can be transformed into a DTG 26, 27 by replacing the binary links connected in series with a digit (the number of the binary links connected in series). DTG is similar to CG except that each of the edges in CG is marked by a digit. In addition, DTG can be represented by arrays. 26, 27 Hence, it becomes easier to synthesize the complicated mechanisms using the DTG and arrays and to identify the isomorphic DTGs.
Up to now, no effort has been found on the type synthesis of the spatial 3-DoF PMs with the planar sub-chains using the DTG and the arrays. For this reason, this paper focuses on the type synthesis of the spatial 3-DoF PMs with the planar sub-chains using the revised DTG and the derivation of the valid DTGs using the array. Fig. 1a . Generally TG includes many L 2 , it becomes difficulty to identify the isomorphic TG and the isomorphic mechanisms. Therefore, a CG can be formed by removing all L 2 from the TG. 8, 10, 14 Since the CG only includes links L i (3 ≤ i) and several edges, it becomes easy to identify the isomorphic CG. Each of L i (3 ≤ i) in the CG is represented as a vertex connected by i edges. 8, 14 For example, L 31 and L 32 in the simplest CG with 2L 3 are represented by two vertices which are connected by three edges e i (i = 1, 2, 3), see Fig. 1b .
Basic Concepts, Conditions and Synthesis Processes
Generally, different TGs can be derived from the same CG by replacing each of the edges in the CG with several L 2 connected in series by several J. 15 For instance, the TG with 2L 3 + 12L 2 and 15 J in Fig. 1a can be derived from the CG in Fig. 1b by replacing (e 1 e 2 e 3 ) in the CG with (3, 4, 5) L 2 connected in series by (4, 5, 6 ) J, respectively. The TG has been widely used for type synthesis of mechanisms because it is very similar to the actual mechanism. [1] [2] [3] A DTG is used for representing the TG in order to simplify the identification of the isomorphic TG and the type synthesis of mechanism. Each of the edges in the DTG is marked by a digit, see Fig. 1c . Each digit in the DTG represents the number of L 2 which are connected in series by several J in this the edge. Therefore, the DTG is more similar to the CG than the TG. For instance, a digit 3 of e 1 in the DTG is the number of L 2 of e 1 in the TG, see Fig. 1c . Thus, different DTGs can be derived from the same CG by distributing several digits over the edges in the CG.
Suppose that both a DTG x and a DTG y are derived from the same CG, when the DTG x is the same as the DTG y, they must be a mutual isomorphism. Since any DTG can be represented by an array, many complicated identifications of the isomorphic or invalid TG by human can be transformed into an auto-identification of the isomorphic or invalid array using a complied program.
Let n i (2 ≤ i) be the number of L i in the DTG. Generally, a spatial 3-DoF PM includes a fixed base B, a moving platform m, and some limbs (kinematic chains). These limbs may include several links which are connected in series by several kinematic joints, such as the revolute joint R, the prismatic joint P, the cylinder joint C, the universal joint U, or the spherical joint S. If the number of L 2 connected in series by several J in an edge is 8 or more, this edge must have 3 DoFs or more. Thus, the DTG must include a local structure and become invalid. Therefore, two conditions must be satisfied in order to derive the valid DTGs and synthesize the spatial 3-DoF PMs as follows: Table I .
No. 
. When a spatial 3-DoF PM has no redundant constraint, the number of links in any closed-loop chain must be 7 or more in order to avoid some local structures. 13, 15 2. When a spatial 3-DoF PM has no redundant constraint, the number of L 2 in any edge must be 7 or less in order to avoid the case that this edge has 3 DoFs or more. Four auxiliary conditions should be satisfied as follows: 3. The number of J connected in series in each limb from the moving platform m to the base B must be 2 or more. 4. It is permissible to replace any J in a TG with R joint or P joint in the mechanism. 5. It is permissible to replace any 2J connected in series in a TG with U joint or C joint in the mechanism. 6. It is permissible to replace any 3J connected in series in a TG with S joint in the mechanism.
For instance, a valid DTG with 2L 3 + 12L 2 in Fig. 1c includes 3 closed-loop chains c 1 , c 2 and c 3 .
Here, c 1 is composed of e 1 , e 2 and 2L 3 ; c 2 is composed of e 1 , e 3 and 2L 3 ; c 3 is composed of e 2 , e 3 and 2L 3 . Since the number of the links in (c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ) are (9, 10, 11) , respectively, the condition 1 is satisfied. Since the number of L 2 in e 1 is 3, the 2L 3 can be m and B according to the condition 2 and the condition 3. Several 3-DoF spatial ALs with n i (2 ≤ i) have been derived for synthesizing the spatial 3-DoF PMs in. 15 n i in several spatial 3-DoF AL have been solved in 15 and listed in Table I . Here, ζ is passive DoF, ν is the number of redundant constraints.
Simple CGs and Their DTGs for Type Synthesis of Spatial 3-DoF PMs
A DTG can be represented by an array. A valid array is a non-isomorphic array and it satisfies the conditions 1-2 mentioned in Section 2. A valid DTG is a non-isomorphic DTG and it can be represented by the valid array. Generally, a simple DTG can be derived easily from its CG. Meanwhile, the isomorphic DTGs and the invalid DTGs can be identified easily by inspection.
When the spatial 3-DoF PMs include 2L 3 , their CG 1 with 2L 3 is constructed, see Fig. 2a . The 10 valid arrays are derived from CG 1 based on the conditions 1, 2 mentioned in Section 2 and AL1 in Table I, see Table II . Next, the 10 valid DTGs with 2L 3 + 12L 2 are derived from the 10 valid arrays for the type synthesis of the spatial 3-DoF PMs, see in Table I, see Table II 
Revised DTG and Array for Type Synthesis of Spatial 3-DoF PMs with Local Planar Sub-Chains
When a spatial 3-DoF PM includes local planar chains, it must include redundant constraint. In this case, the number of links in any local planar chain must be four or more in order to avoid the local structure. 14, 15 Let n l be the number of the local planar chains. When a spatial 3-DoF PM includes n l local planar chains, the value of redundant constraint ν is increased by 3n l . 15 Thus, the whole mechanism can be simplified because the number of binary links is reduced.
Therefore, a r-DTG must be derived in order to synthesize the spatial 3-DoF PMs with planar sub-chains. Its derivation processes are explained as follows:
1. Select a DTG for the spatial 3-DoF PMs and n p spatial loop chain in the selected DTG. 2. Derive the r-DTG for type synthesis of the spatial 3-DoF PMs with planar sub-chains by revising the digits marked in the n l spatial loop chain. 3. Verify the DoF of the spatial 3-DoF PMs with planar sub-chains based on the r-DTG by counting ν. If the DoF is incorrect, then repeat Steps 2 and 3.
For example, the DTG 9 for the spatial 3-DoF PMs from Fig. 3a is selected. It includes 3 spatial loop chains c 1 , c 2 and c 3 , see Fig. 3a . Set c 1 to be a local planar chain. Change the original digits (3, 4) in c 1 into revised digits (2, 2) . Thus, the r-DTG is derived, see Fig. 3b . The r-DTG includes 1 planar closed-loop chain c 1r and 2 spatial closed-loop chains (c 2 , c 3 ), it can be used for type synthesis of the spatial 3-DoF PMs with planar sub-chains. Since the original digits (3, 4) and the revised digits (2, 2) are marked in the same c 1r , the relation between the DTG and the r-DTG can be represented clearly. Meanwhile, both the original array and the revised array are given, see Fig. 3 . Based on above conditions, several kinds of planar closed-loop chains may be generated as follows:
r A planar closed-loop chain without any actuator includes four links. r A planar closed-loop chain with one actuator includes four links. r A planar closed-loop chain with one actuator includes five links. r A planar closed-loop chain with two actuators includes six links, see Fig. 3b . r Two planar closed-loop chains with the same edge are located in the same plane.
When the above planar closed-loop chains are added into the spatial 3-DoF PMs, many novel spatial 3-DoF PMs with planar sub-chains can be synthesized. The synthesized spatial 3-DoF PMs with planar sub-chains may have less links and its planar sub-chain may have a larger capability of pulling force bearing. Fig. 4 . Table I and its 351 valid DTGs with 4L 3 + 15L 2 .
Valid DTG and Their Arrays for the Type Synthesis of Spatial 3-DoF PMs
It is a precondition to derive valid DTGs of the complicated spatial 3-DoF PMs for the type synthesis of the complicated spatial 3-DoF PMs with planar sub-chains. Generally, many DTGs can be derived from the same CG.
19
When deriving all the valid DTGs from a CG, the isomorphic DTG and the invalid TGD must be identified and eliminated, however, this is a tough issue. Therefore, an array approach is developed for the auto-derivation of all the valid DTGs of the complicated spatial 3-DoF PMs from CG. Let Table III and Fig. 4 .
When representing the valid DTG of the spatial 3-DoF PMs by valid array, the following conditions must be satisfied: Fig. 5 . When a spatial 3-DoF PM includes L 4 + 2L 3 , its CG can be constructed from the AL6 in Table I , see Fig. 6a . When a spatial 3-DoF PM includes 2L 4 + 2L 3 , the 4 valid CGs are constructed from AL7 in Table I , see Fig. 6b . When a spatial 3-DoF PM includes 3L 3 + L 5 , its CG can be constructed from AL8 in Table I , see Fig. 6c .
Similarly, the 166 valid arrays with L 4 + 2L 3 + 16L 2 are derived from CG with L 4 + 2L 3 in Fig. 6a 1  9  2  0  0  9  10  0  3  27  13  2  1  0  10  12  0  3  2  9  2  0  0  9  10  0  3  28  13  2  1  0  10  12  0  3  3  9  2  0  0  9  10  0  3  29  13  2  1  0  11  13  0  3  4  9  2  0  0  7  10  0  3  30  13  2  1  0  9  11  0  3  5  8  2  0  0  9  10  0  4  31  13  2  1  0  10  12  0  3  6  11  0  2  0  11  13  0  6  32  13  2  1  0  9  11  0  3  7  11  0  2  0  11  13  0  6  33  13  2  1  0  10  12  0  3  8  11  0  2  0  10  12  0  6  34  13  2  1  0  10 0  10  12  0  3  48  14  2  2  0  12  15  0  3  23  12  4  0  0  10  12  0  3  49  14  2  2  0  12  15  0  3  24  12  4  0  0  10  12  0  3  50  14  2  2  0  11  14  0  3  25  12  4  0  0  11  13  0  3  51  17  2  2  0  12  15  0  3  26  13  2  1  0  10  12  0  3  52  11  2  2  0  15  18  0  9 DoF = 6(N-n-1)+(3n s + 2n u + 2n c + n p + n r )+ν-ζ = 3.
3 N -the numbers of links; n -the numbers of joints; ν -the numbers of redundant constraints; ζ -passive DoF. n s , n u , n c , n p , n r -the numbers of S joints, U joints, C joints, P joints, R joints.
Similarly, the 3530 valid arrays with L 5 + 3L 3 + 20L 2 are derived from the valid CG with L 5 + 3L 3 in Fig. 6c using the compiled program. After that, the 3530 valid DTGs with L 5 + 3L 3 + 20L 2 can be derived from the 3530 valid arrays.
Application Examples of r-DTGs for Type Synthesis of Spatial 3-DoF PMs with Planar Sub-Chains
Up to now, many symmetry spatial 3-DoF PMs with 3 active limbs (such as 3RRRRR, 3RRPRR, 3PRRRR, 3CRRR, 3CPRR, 3CPPR, 3CCR, 3CCP, 3URRR, 3UPRR, 3UPPR, 3UCR, 3UCP, 3UUR, 3UUP, 3SRR, 3SPP, 3SC, 3SU, 3UPU, 3RPS, 3SPR, 3CPU, 3CPRR, 3CPC, 3PUU PMs) have been synthesized using simple DTGs in Fig. 2 . [2] [3] [4] 9, 23 However, it becomes more interesting and more challenging to synthesize novel spatial 3-DoF PMs with planar sub-chains. Therefore, the 12 simple spatial 3-DoF PMs with planar sub-chains are synthesized using the 4 simple DTGs based on the No. (9, 17, 20, 22) arrays in Table II , see Fig. 7 . Their DoFs are calculated and verified based on a revised Kutzbach-Grübler formula 3, 15 in Table V . The symbols for representing (P, R, C, U, S, active P, active R) joints, and a planar sub-chain in the mechanisms are shown in the top of Fig. 7 .
For example, the creations of No. (1→5) novel spatial 3-DoF PMs with one planar sub-chain are explained as follows:
r Construct a DTG (1) using No. 9 array {345 345} in Table II ; r Transform the array {345 345} into two revised arrays { 225 225} and { 224 224}; r Construct a r-DTG (1-1) using the revised array{ 225 225};
Type synthesis of spatial 3-DoF parallel mechanisms with planar sub-chains 9
L 41 DTG (2) from Table II . The No. 12 novel spatial 3-DoF PM with 2 planar sub-chains can be synthesized using a revised array { 3356 3356} derived from No. 22 array {3222 3222} in Table II. Similarly, the 40 complicated 3-DoF PMs with planar sub-chains are synthesized using revised DTGs and arrays, see Appendix.
DoFs of the 52 novel spatial 3-DoF PMs with planar sub-chains are calculated and verified based on the revised Kutzbach-Grübler formula, 3, 14 , see Table V . The prototype mechanisms of No. (2, 4, 5) spatial 3-DoF PMs with one planar sub-chain in Fig. 7 of Appendix are constructed using CAD variation geometry method, 28 see Fig. 8(a-c) . Their large workspaces can be obtained using CAD variation geometry. The prototype mechanism of No. 5 spatial 3-DoF PM includes one planar sub-chain with redundant constraint υ = 3, and a UPR active limb with redundant constraint υ = 1.
A 3D prototype of 3-DoF PM of the helicopter blade can be created using No. 18 spatial 3-DoF PM with one planar sub-chain in Fig. A1 of Appendix. It includes a central passive constrained leg, one planar sub-chain with two active legs, one SPS type active leg with one passive DoF, see Fig. 8d .
Comparing No. (2, 4) spatial 3-DoF PMs with planar sub-chain with several existing successful 3-DoF PMs, it is known that: r No. (2, 4) novel spatial 3-DoF PMs with a planar sub-chain includes 1S joint, 6R joints, 3P joints, 9L 2 and 2L 3 . r No. 5 novel spatial 3-DoF PM with a planar sub-chain includes 8R joints, 3P joints, 8L 2 and 2L 3 . r The existing 3RPS PM includes 3S joints, 3R joints, 3P joints, 12L 2 and 2L 3 . r The existing 3UPU PM includes 6U joints, 3P joints, 12L 2 and 2L 3 . Since No. (2, 4) novel spatial 3-DoF PMs with a planar sub-chain has less L i (i = 2, 3) and one S joint, its structure is simple and its planar sub-chain has a larger capability of pulling force bearing.
Since No. 5 novel spatial 3-DoF PM with a planar sub-chain has less L i (i = 2, 3) and no S joint, its structure is simple and it has a larger capability of pulling force bearing.
In fact, the mobility and the kinematic singularity of the chains depend also on the geometrical dimensions of the link and special joints alignments which have not been taken into account in above synthesis processes. This issue is important and useful for creating novel PMs with planar sub-chain. 24 Therefore, the geometrical dimensions of the link and special joints alignments should be taken into account as conducting type synthesis of the spatial PMs with planar sub-chains in future study. , then the latter has less spherical kinematic joints or universal kinematic joints than the former. When n l spatial closed-loop chains in the digital topology graph are transformed into the planar closed-loop chains by modifying digits, the r-DTGs and the revised arrays can be derived. 3. A spatial 3-DoF PM with n l planar sub-chains is simple because 3n l binary links can be removed from the spatial 3-DoF PM. In addition, n l planar sub-chains have a larger capability of pulling force bearing. 4. A complicated derivation of the r-DTGs and the isomorphism identification can be transformed into a simple derivation of the arrays and the isomorphism identification using a compiled program. 5. This approach can be applied to the type synthesis of the spatial n-DoF PMs with several planar sub-chains by modifying the complied program for deriving the r-DTGs of the spatial n-DoF PMs.
6. The arrangements and the types of joints in the local planar sub-chains of spatial mechanism can be determined easily. However, it is a challenging issue to determine the arrangements, the orders and the types of joints in the non-planar chains of spatial mechanism. Therefore, this issue should be considered in future study. 7. The more complicated r-DTGs and their revised arrays should be derived in future study in order to create more novel 3-DoF spatial parallel mechanisms with high mechanical advantage or 3 translational movements. Table II. Similarly, more complicated r-TGDs for the spatial 3-DoF PM are derived in order to enlarge the mechanical advantage. After that, the 40 complicated spatial 3-DoF PMs with planar sub-chains are synthesized using derived 21 r-DTGs, see Figs. A1 and A2. The symbols for representing (P, R, C, U, S, active P, active R) joints, and a planar sub-chain in the mechanisms are the same as that in Fig. 7 .
The creations of No. (13→15) spatial 3-DoF PMs with two planar sub-chains in Fig. A1 are explained as follows: 
No. 154 array in Table III ; r Transform the array {123 322 234 431} into 2 revised arrays { 122 222 211 111} and { 122 222 220 021}; r Construct a r-DTG (1-1) using revised array{ 122 222 211 111}; r Construct a r-DTG (1-2) using revised array{ 122 222 220 021}; r Create No. 13 spatial 3-DoF PMs with 2 planar sub-chains using r-DTG (1-1) ; r Create No. 14 and No. 15 spatial 3-DoF PMs with 2 planar sub-chains using r-DTG (1-2).
Similarly, No. (16→19) novel spatial 3-DoF PMs with planar sub-chains can be synthesized. In order to simplify representations, DTG and its r-DTG is combined into one, the digits for r-DTG are separated by symbol "/", see Fig. A2 . Highlight
